Zinc-Ion Batteries Cut Costs for Grid Energy Storage
by Nicolette Emmino
August 29, 2016 - The battery uses safe, non-flammable, non-toxic materials and a pH-neutral, water-based salt.  It consists of a water-based electrolyte, a pillared vanadium oxide positive electrode and an inexpensive metallic zinc negative electrode.  It generates electricity via a reversible process called intercalation, in which positively-charged zinc ions are oxidized from the zinc metal negative electrode, travel through the electrolyte and wedge between the layers of vanadium oxide nanosheets in the positive electrode.  This process propels the flow of electrons in the external circuit in order to create an electrical current.  The reverse process occurs on charge.
In demonstrations, the battery provided more than 1,000 cycles with 80% capacity retention and an estimated energy density of 450 Watt-hours per liter.  While lithium-ion batteries also operate by this intercalation process, they use expensive and flammable organic electrolytes.
“The worldwide demand for sustainable energy has triggered a search for a reliable, low-cost way to store it,” said Professor Linda Nazar from the Faculty of Science at Waterloo, who made the important discovery.  “The aqueous zinc-ion battery we’ve developed is ideal for this type of application, because it’s relatively inexpensive and it’s inherently safe.”
With the global market for energy storage expected to grow to $25 billion in the next 10 years, a zinc battery would benefit manufactures, since they can be fabricated at low costs and without the need for special conditions like ultra-low humidity or handling of flammable materials, which are needed for lithium ion batteries.
“The focus used to be on minimizing size and weight for the portable electronics market and cars,” said Dipan Kundu, a postdoctoral fellow in Nazar’s lab and the paper’s first author.  “Grid storage needs a different kind of battery, and that’s given us license to look into different materials.”
Nazar and the team are also working with researchers at the Joint Center for Energy Storage Research in the U.S. to investigate multivalent ion intercalation batteries based on Mg2+ in non-aqueous electrolytes.
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